Loosening of a Preprophase Band of Microtubules in Onion (*Allium cepa* L.) Root Tip Cells by Kinase Inhibitors
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**ABSTRACT.** Effects of kinase inhibitors on the preprophase band of microtubules in onion (*Allium cepa* L.) root tip cells were examined. Bundled microtubules in preprophase bands were dispersed on the cell cortex when onion seedlings were incubated with 2.5–5.0 mM 6-dimethylaminopurine. Fifteen min was enough for the bundled microtubules to disappear. Although many preprophase bands remained when the seedlings were incubated with 60 μM staurosporin, these preprophase band microtubules were loosened and the width of the band became broad. These results suggest that some kinases are involved in the microtubule bundling in the preprophase band development.
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**Introduction**

The preprophase band (PPB) is a unique band of cortical microtubules (MTs) in higher plants that appears in premitotic cells. As the PPB is thought to play an essential role in the division site determination, to know the molecular mechanism of the MT organization during PPB development is important for the study of plant morphogenesis (15). The PPB first appears in the G2 phase as a broad MT band that is oriented parallel to the future division plane (8, 19). Then, MTs in the broad PPB gradually gather in G2 and prophase to form a narrow and bundled MT band that marks the ultimate cortical site where cell plate will fuse at the end of cytokinesis. The mature PPB disappears when the cell enters prometaphase (29–31). Although several molecules are known to be in the PPB, little is known of the role of these molecules (15).

Cyclin-dependent kinases (cdks) are kinases that bind to cyclins and regulate the progression of the eukaryotic cell cycle (21). Cdk homologues have been shown to be in the PPB by immunofluorescent micro-
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Copy (3, 4, 11, 14, 16, 20). The MPF, the complex of cdc2 (=cdk1) and cyclin B, is thought to be involved in the degradation of PPB MTs, because PPBs are rapidly broken down when prophase *Tradescentia* stamen hair cells are co-injected with active MPF and fluorescent tubulin (9). Accumulation of cells with a PPB in a synchronized tobacco suspension culture by a treatment of a kinase inhibitor in prophase (12) and the transient association of cdc2 and cyclin Ib with maize late PPBs just before their break down (14) support this idea. However, there have been several instances that suggest the existence of cdks on the developing PPBs. Although only 10% of prophase PPBs in maize root tips could be detected by an authentic anti-cdc2 antibody (4), the anti-PSTAIR antibody, an antibody that recognizes a large groups of cdks, recognizes most prophase PPBs and some interphase PPBs in onion root tips (20). In maize root tip cells, PPBs detected by the anti-maize cdc2 antibody were late PPBs (14). However, not only late PPBs but also developing PPBs were detectable by the anti-PSTAIR antibody (16) and anti-maize cyclin II also detects the developing PPBs (14).

If cdks that are expected to be in the developing PPBs have some role in the PPB development, there is a possibility that some kinase inhibitors affect MT behavior during PPB development. Our previous study showed that the width of PPB is broad in onion root tips treated with cycloheximide, which presumably inhibits cdk activity by inhibiting cyclin synthesis (24).
This observation favours our idea. However, the inhibitor study reported previously did not pay attention to the width of the PPB (12). In the present study, we have examined the effect of 6-dimethylaminopurine (6-DMAP) and staurosporine on the PPB MT morphology and found that PPB MTs are loosened by these kinase inhibitors.

Materials and Methods

All the procedures of the culture method, inhibitor treatment and MT observation using immunofluorescence microscopy were done according to the methods described elsewhere (17). Shortly, onion (Allium cepa L. cv. Highgold Nigou, Sakata Seed Co., Yokohama, Japan) seeds were sown on a filter paper moistened with distilled water in a plastic container (124 mm wide × 80 mm deep × 19 mm high; Iuchi-Seieido Co., Osaka, Japan) and grown in a dark box at 25°C. For kinase inhibitor treatments, 4-d-old seedlings were transferred to a small plastic container (87 mm wide × 57 mm deep × 19 mm high; Iuchi-Seieido Co.) with 2.5 ml of inhibitor solutions. Staurosporine was purchased from Kyowa Medix Co. Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan) and 6-DMAP was purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). 1 mM staurosporine dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide or 30 mM 6-DMAP dissolved in distilled water was used as a stock solution, respectively. They were kept at −20°C and were diluted by distilled water just before use.

Two mm-long root tips of 4-d-old seedlings were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PME buffer (50 mM Pipes, 5 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgSO₄·7H₂O, pH 6.8) overnight, washed with the buffer, and treated with a mixture of cellulase solution (20) for 15 min. After being washed with the buffer, root tips were squashed and air dried on the slide glass, then extracted with −20°C methanol for 10 min, washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 10 min, and treated with a mouse monoclonal anti-β tubulin antibody (Amersham Japan Co., Tokyo, Japan) for 45 min. After washing with PBS for 15 min, cells were exposed to fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-linked sheep anti-mouse immunoglobulin G (Fab)² fragment, Sigma Chemical Co.) for 45 min, rinsed again with PBS for 10 min and covered with a solution containing 50% glycerol, 50 mM Tris buffer, pH 9.0 and 1 mg/ml p-phenylenediamine. Hoechst 33258 (10 mg/l) was included in the mounting medium to identify the nuclear stage. The width of a PPB was determined by an ocular micrometer in a Nikon microscope (×2 microscope equipped for epi-fluorescent illumination, Nikon Co., Tokyo, Japan).

Results

Dispersion of PPB MTs by 6-DMAP

Root tip cells treated with 0.15–5 mM 6-DMAP for 0–4 h were examined by fluorescent microscopy. The population of prophase cells increased remarkably by the 2.5 and 5 mM 6-DMAP treatment for 2 h and 4 h and the highest value of the population of prophase cells was about 1.5 times higher than that of the control root tips. In these conditions, just after cytokinesis some cells had two nuclei (Fig. 1). The population of prophase cells increased gradually until 4 h in the presence of 5 mM 6-DMAP, although the population of other mitotic cells (prometaphase, metaphase, anaphase and telophase) decreased to near 1% within 1 h (Fig. 2).

As prophase cells were accumulated by the treatment of 6-DMAP for 2 h, MT organization in prophase cells was examined in these conditions. In root tips without 6-DMAP, almost all of the prophase cells had a PPB and ca. 60% of them were bundled PPBs, i.e. the most compact configuration of PPBs (Fig. 3A). On the contrary, population of prophase cells with a PPB decreased and the bundled PPBs were not seen in prophase cells of root tips treated with 2.5 or 5 mM 6-DMAP for 2 h (Fig. 4). MT bands were loosened in these conditions, and individual MTs in PPBs were detectable by immunofluorescent microscopy. It was difficult to determine the boundary of PPB MTs in most prophase cells. MTs in some prophase cells dispersed on the cell surface as if they were interphase cortical MTs.

Fig. 1. Effect of 2 h treatments with various concentrations of 6-DMAP on the population of prophase cells (●) and that of cells with bi-nuclei (○) in onion root tip cells. Each point shows the mean ± S.E.M. obtained from three different samples.
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Fig. 2. Effect of duration of treatment without (○) or with (●) solution of 5 mM 6-DMA on the population of prophase cells (A) and that of other mitotic (prometaphase, metaphase, anaphase and telophase) cells (B) in onion root tip cells. Each point shows the mean ± S.E.M. obtained from three different samples.

Even in the late prophase stage it was difficult to regard this as a PPB (Fig. 3C). Time course study showed that the bundled PPBs disappeared within 15 min of the 5 mM 6-DMA treatment (Fig. 5).

Broadening of the width of PPB by staurosporin

In order to see whether staurosporine, another general kinase inhibitor, also affects the PPB morphology like 6-DMA, root tip cells were treated with 2.0–80 μM staurosporine for 2 h. The population of the bundled PPB in prophase cells decreased to less than 20% in the presence of 60 or 80 μM staurosporine and ca. 10% of prophase cells had no MT bands (Fig. 6). The morphology of MT bands was different from that induced by 6-DMA. In staurosporine treated prophase cells, Figure 3C type MT distribution was rare and the majority were Figure 3E type broad MT bands. As we could measure the width of this broad MT band, we examined the effect of staurosporine on the width of MT band (Fig. 7). Results clearly showed that the width of MT bands became broad by the staurosporine treatment. The width of bundled PPBs in the presence of 2 μM staurosporine was already slightly wider than that of the control PPBs and the effect was prominent at the concentration of 60–80 μM.

Fig. 3. Tubulin immunofluorescence (A, C and E) and nuclei stained with Hoechst 33258 (B, D and F) in prophase cells of onion root tips. A and B, C and D, E and F are the same cells, respectively. A: A bundled PPB without kinase inhibitor treatment. C: Dispersed cortical MTs treated with 5 mM 6-DMA for 1 h. E: A broad PPB treated with 60 μM staurosporin for 2 h. × 1,150.
Fig. 4. Effect of 2 h treatments with various concentration of 6-
DMAP on the population of cells with a bundled PPB (●) and that
of cells without PPBs (○) in prophase cells of onion root tips. Most
prophase cells without a PPB had an MT array of Figure 3C type.
Each point shows the mean ± S.E.M. obtained from three different
samples.

Fig. 6. Effect of 2 h treatments with various concentrations of stau-
rosorin on the population of cells with a bundled PPB (●) and that
of cells without PPBs (○) in prophase cells of onion root tips. Each
point shows the mean ± S.E.M. obtained from three different sam-
ple.

Fig. 5. Effect of duration of treatments without (○) or with (●)
solution of 5 mM 6-DMAP on the population of cells with a bun-
dled PPB in prophase cells of onion root tips. Each point shows the
mean ± S.E.M. obtained from three different samples.

Discussion

The present study clearly shows that PPBs could not
be kept as a narrow, bundled band in the presence of
6-DMAP or staurosporine. This observation may be the
first example of the alteration of PPB MTs by kinase
inhibitors. In 6-DMAP treated cells, the bundled MTs
disappeared and individual MTs were dispersed on the
cell cortex (Fig. 3C). The dispersion of MTs on the cell
cortex occurs within 15 min of 6-DMAP application.
This means that 6-DMAP induces dispersion of bun-
dled narrow PPB MTs. In staurosporine treated cells,
many PPBs were broad MT bands (Fig. 3E). The broad
PPBs are seen in the early PPBs in control root tips that
are going to bundle (15) and are also seen in prophase
cells treated with cycloheximide (24) or those treated
with cytochalasins (5, 18). The distance between adja-
cent MTs becomes less as the MT bundling progresses
in control cells, but the distance between adjacent MTs
cannot be shortened in broad PPBs induced by cyclo-
heximide (24). There is a possibility that the process of
this MT bundling is also inhibited by staurosporine. It
is too early for us to conclude whether 6-DMAP and
staurosporine attack the same site of PPB develop-
ment or not, but these MT arrays can be explained by
the loosening of MT bands. As MTs remain in the cell
cortex in the presence of these inhibitors, these inhibi-
tors may not attack the connection between the plas-
membrane and MTs.

6-DMAP and staurosporine are known to inhibit
MPF activity and block the cell cycle progression in
animal cells (1, 7, 10, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28). Although
the concentration of 6-DMAP used in the present
study is slightly higher than that used in animal cell
cycle studies, the accumulation of prophase cells and
the formation of cells with bi-nuclei (Fig. 1) can be ex-
plained if 6-DMAP inhibits the transition from pro-
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Fig. 7. Width of PPB MTs in prophase cells of onion root tips treated without (A) or with 2.0 μM (B), 40 μM (C), 60 μM (D) and 80 μM (E) staurosporine for 2 h. Width 0 means cells without PPBs. Although many cells in this category had dispersed cortical MTs, cells without any MTs were also included.

phase to prometaphase and some processes of cytokinesis as reported in animal cells (10, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28). Katsuta and Shibaoka (12) reported that 20 μM or higher of staurosporine is necessary to accumulate PPBs in tobacco cells, although 0.2 μM of staurosporine blocks the cell cycle at late G2 in animal cells (1). The effective concentration of staurosporine for the induction of malformed PPBs in the present study is also well above the concentration used to inhibit MPF activity in animal cells (7). The width of broad PPBs induced by the 60 or 80 μM staurosporine is wider than that induced by cycloheximide (24). As the slightly wide PPBs induced by 2 μM staurosporine (Fig. 7B) resembles broad PPBs induced by cycloheximide in terms of the width of MT bands, there is a possibility that kinases attacked by staurosporine are different at low concentrations and at high concentrations in onion root tip cells.

As 6-DMAP and staurosporine inhibit not only cdks but also other kinases, it is difficult to know whether the loosening of the PPB MTs was induced by cdks or other kinases. Recently some cdk specific inhibitors are known (13) and some of them are shown to block plant cells at G1/S and G2/M transition points (6, 25) or to induce abnormal spindle formation (2). These chemicals may be useful for the further studies on the mechanism of MT bundling during PPB development.
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